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Rapid PDF Count For PC
Rapid PDF Count Full Crack is a software tool whose purpose is to aid individuals in
counting all the pages and words in one or multiple PDF files in the same time, as well as
create reports regarding them. Easy-to-use environment After going through a quick and
surprise-free installation process, you are greeted by a simple and intuitive interface. It
consists of a menu bar, a few buttons and a pane to display all uploaded items. Furthermore,
extensive Help contents are provided thus ensuring that all user categories can find their way
around it, regardless of their previous experience with the IT world. Upload items and view
details about them This software application enables you to upload entire folders at a time, as
well as lists (LST extension), with the help of the integrated file browser, as well as the “drag
and drop” function, thus enhancing usability. All of these are going to be displayed in the
main window along with information such as name, size, status, page and word count,
number of words per page, created time and date, keywords, number of characters, color
pages and words list. Create reports and validate PDF file integrity It is possible to generate
CSV and TXT reports, as well as sort files according to some of the detailed presented above,
highlight and delete some of them. From the settings panel, you can validate PDF files
integrity, choose the output directory for all reports and the details you want to be detected
and displayed. Bottom line In conclusion, Rapid PDF Count For Windows 10 Crack is a
pretty handy piece of software. It does not hamper the system’s performance as it does not
require many resources, the response time is very good and Help contents are incorporated.
Rapid PDF Count Key Features - Easy-to-use environment - Upload items and view details
about them - Create reports and validate PDF file integrity Rapid PDF Count Download
Rapid PDF Count was developed by Fast Team Studio. It is a software product developed
with.NET Framework 4.0 and has been successfully tested on Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows XP and Windows Vista operating systems. Rapid PDF Count is freeware, you can
free download and get a free trial version below. Rapid PDF Count screenshot: Main
features: * Count pages and words in any folders (multiple files, LST, BMP, PPT, etc.); *
Show all count results with a single click; * Export count results in a number

Rapid PDF Count
KEYMACRO Software is a solid and trustworthy tool, that consists of an integrated file
browser, a preview window and a menu bar where you can launch and shut down the app.
Download KeyMacro, as it is presented in the picture above, can be downloaded free of
charge for Windows and Mac OS. It can be downloaded from Soft4File’s website.
Installation process After the download is complete, you are going to launch the folder that
contains the installer file. Inside of it, you will find only one file – a portable software of 36
MB (2,824,000 KB). Next, double click on the file and follow the simple on-screen
instructions. The rest is going to be done automatically and will not take much of your time.
It’s only a matter of moments, and after it’s done you can launch the app. When you launch
KeyMacro for the first time, you will be asked to fill in a couple of fields. It is mandatory to
provide a valid email address in order to register your license and use the app. After this, all
settings are going to be remembered for you, thus you don’t need to fill them in every time
you open the app, thus saving time. File browser and Preview Window KeyMacro includes
an integrated file browser, which makes it possible to browse and launch any file stored on
your computer or portable device. You are going to be greeted by a simple, yet really handy,
preview window that will present you with a detailed overview of any file you open. It
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contains basic info about the file such as name, size, etc. Menu bar Amenities include a menu
bar, where you can launch the app, shut it down, update it and change its language. Help On
the help section you can find out how to deal with additional features, such as the Mailing
feature, which enables you to send emails from your app. Shortcuts From the menu bar, you
can create shortcuts for all tasks. You can view them and even change their associated
shortcuts if you wish to do so. Price You can set the price for KeyMacro to your preferred
rate. Support If you have any questions, or feel like getting help with KeyMacro, you can get
in touch with Soft4File’s support team. They 1d6a3396d6
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Rapid PDF Count Crack Registration Code [Updated] 2022
System Requirements: OS: Microsoft Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10. CPU: Intel Pentium IV,
AMD Athlon, AMD K6-3, 2GHz or higher. Memory: 256 MB RAM. Disk space: about 20
MB. Main features: Fast detection of PDF files: one of the most impressive features of this
application is the speed it works at. You are provided with various options to upload a folder
or a list of PDF files, to which you can add keywords, tags or categories, as well as a special
option that will remove words, pages or even the whole file. Once you add all this
information to your accounts, the software will do its magic. Depending on the way you
upload the files, the whole process can be done in a matter of a few minutes. Furthermore, it
is also possible to generate different reports, including an analysis of words, words per page
and pages. Smart filtering: all files can be imported to a database, and all reports generated
on the basis of that data. The option to select files or add tags allows to filter all detected files
according to their parameters. Grouping files: all files can be sorted according to the
parameters you want to see in the report. Export the selected files to the clipboard: the files
you want to export can be copied to the clipboard in order to be moved to another system.
Validate PDF files integrity: using this option, you can scan all PDF files (without having to
open them) and locate their errors, including font and character encoding, as well as validate
the origin of the file and find out what issues you need to resolve. More softwares for the
same subject: FoxPDFScanner is a powerful PDF scanner that detects and locates text,
images, tables, forms, signatures, handwriting and OCR data in PDF files. It includes a PDF
reader to view scanned PDF files or to add scanned PDF files directly to the scanning
session. FoxPDFScanner Review: FoxPDF DocScan is an advanced portable document
scanner which enables you to rapidly and easily scan and process large amounts of PDF files.
This program allows you to view documents, search, edit, extract data from images and text,
create a PDF file, OCR scan and print it, create a PDF file, and much more. FoxPDF
DocScan Review: FoxPDF to PDF is a comprehensive document converter for PDF files
with support for

What's New in the?
Rapid PDF Count is a software tool whose purpose is to aid individuals in counting all the
pages and words in one or multiple PDF files in the same time, as well as create reports
regarding them. Easy-to-use environment After going through a quick and surprise-free
installation process, you are greeted by a simple and intuitive interface. It consists of a menu
bar, a few buttons and a pane to display all uploaded items. Furthermore, extensive Help
contents are provided thus ensuring that all user categories can find their way around it,
regardless of their previous experience with the IT world. Upload items and view details
about them This software application enables you to upload entire folders at a time, as well as
lists (LST extension), with the help of the integrated file browser, as well as the “drag and
drop” function, thus enhancing usability. All of these are going to be displayed in the main
window along with information such as name, size, status, page and word count, number of
words per page, created time and date, keywords, number of characters, color pages and
words list. Create reports and validate PDF file integrity It is possible to generate CSV and
TXT reports, as well as sort files according to some of the detailed presented above, highlight
and delete some of them. From the settings panel, you can validate PDF files integrity,
choose the output directory for all reports and the details you want to be detected and
displayed. Bottom line In conclusion, Rapid PDF Count is a pretty handy piece of software.
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It does not hamper the system’s performance as it does not require many resources, the
response time is very good and Help contents are incorporated. Rapid PDF Count Free is a
software tool whose purpose is to aid individuals in counting all the pages and words in one
or multiple PDF files in the same time, as well as create reports regarding them. Easy-to-use
environment After going through a quick and surprise-free installation process, you are
greeted by a simple and intuitive interface. It consists of a menu bar, a few buttons and a
pane to display all uploaded items. Furthermore, extensive Help contents are provided thus
ensuring that all user categories can find their way around it, regardless of their previous
experience with the IT world. Upload items and view details about them This software
application enables you to upload entire folders at a time, as well as lists (LST extension),
with the help of the integrated file browser, as well as the “drag and drop” function, thus
enhancing usability. All of these are going to be displayed in the main window along with
information such as name, size, status, page and word count, number of words per page,
created time and date, keywords, number of characters, color pages and words list. Create
reports and
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System Requirements:
Might PC (Windows) MAC Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 Memory: 1 GB Graphics: Intel
HD 4000 Processor: Intel i5-4590 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 16 GB
Recommended: Memory: 4 GB Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 5000 or better Processor: Intel
i5-7500 or better
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